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I’m not a poet

But sometimes I can only say

What I’m needing to say

In poetry or song

I offer you these lines

As a wild berry-bush

Offers up its fruit

Pluck what’s ripe

Let the rest hang
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ON HOW TO PICK AND EAT POEMS

Stop whatever it is you’re doing.

Come down from the attic.

Grab a bucket or basket and head for light.

That’s where the best poems grow, and in the dappled dark.

Go slow. Watch out for thorns and bears.

When you find a good bush, bow

to it, or take off your shoes.

Pluck. This poem. That poem. Any poem.

It should slip off the stem easy, just a little tickle.

No need to sniff first, judge the color, test the firmness—

you can only know it’s ripe if you taste.

So put a poem upon your lips. Chew its pulp.

Let its juice spill over your tongue.

Let your reading of it teach you

what sort of creature you are

and the nature of the ground you walk upon.

Bring your whole life out loud to this one poem.

Eating one poem can save you, if you’re hungry enough.

Take companions poem-picking when you can.

Visit wild and lovely and forgotten places, broken

and hidden and walled up spaces. Reach into brambles,

stain your skin, mash words against your teeth, for love.

And always leave some poems within easy reach for

the next picker, in kinship with the unknown.

If ever you carry away more poems than you need,

go on home to your kitchen, and make good jam.

Don’t be in a rush, they’re sure to keep.

Some will even taste better with age,



a rich batch of preserves.

Store up jars and jars of jam. Plenty for friends.

Plenty for the long, howling winter. Plenty for strangers.

Plenty for all the bread in this broken world.

[In its original form this poem concluded my online mindfulness poetry
project, A Year of Being Here. You can still browse the website. Three
years’ worth of poetry! I hear that many readers like to start at the
beginning of the archives and “eat” one poem a day.]



WHEN HUNGRY, EAT

                        (a found poem)

When hungry

Eat

Let need

Guide you

Always ask

Make no assumptions

Come        open        choose

Begin

Thank the food

The sacrifices made

Practice gratitude 

Whatever is

Before

You

Trust

There is enough

There will be more

Savor the taste

Every bite

Like breath

How is it?

How it is



Slow down

Space between mouthfuls

Hunger between meals

Digest

Your body knows what to do

Give it time

Flush

Wash

What you don’t need anymore

Must go

Come back

Begin again

Let how you do anything

Be how you do everything

[Text discovered in “An eating meditation, or spiritual principles, for losing
weight, leaving home, or letting go,” from When Hungry, Eat by Joanne
Fedler (Allen & Unwin, 2010).]



A STILL PLACE

There is a still place beyond ideas of right and wrong
Where love is all there is, where all there is belongs.
There is a still place, so near our face can feel its sun,
Where peace is all there is, where all there is is one.
And in that still place we lay down all our fears in wild grass;
We stand beneath the sky and watch the clouds go drifting past.

There is a still place beyond the grief of what is lost
Where life is all there is, where nothing true is gone.
There is a still place, so near our breath can take it in,
Where now is all there is, where all there is begins.
And in that still place where hidden seeds are ripening toward
the grain,
We stand beneath the sky and smell the scent of coming rain.

There is a still place beyond the reach of what is known
Where trust is all there is, and all there is is home.
There is a still place, so near our feet rest on its ground,
Where heart is all there is, and all the heart allows.
And in that still place visions rise up within our flesh and skin;
We stand beneath the sky and turn our face into the wind.

[This is a song lyric I composed a while back in honor of a friend who was

leaving the community. If you’d like the unpolished score (piano and voice),

contact me and I’ll send you a PDF. The seed for the lyric was a passage

from the poet Rumi, as translated by Coleman Barks: “Out beyond ideas of

wrongdoing and rightdoing, / there is a field. I’ll meet you there. // When

the soul lies down in that grass / the world is too full to talk about.”]





PORCH REPAIR

          for Ron Seward

Boards in the floor have rotted through.

We can see the ground beneath, can smell decay

Like a cancer no one speaks of in a sunlit room.

That’s what water will do to wood—methodically

Devour, as if it weren’t the mother of trees.

Stone, too, without even trying. Perhaps

There’s grizzled wisdom here: the less straining,

The more being, the more done. Only presence is

Required. Your crowbar pries the moldering planks,

Your saw cuts new, your hammer drives the shiny nails,

No action wasted, practiced stream of grace. I watch

And understand: to help a friend is not to fix

But to believe in something more than ruin.

Forgive me. I despaired too soon.





CANDLE

In the dark

In the cold

You burn

Not trying to give light

Just being light

Not trying to give warmth

Just being warmth

Not regretting

Not fretting

Not grasping

Not holding back

Not needing a sermon

Or a reason

Not hoping for thanks

Or wanting praise

Not fearing puffs of wind

Or drops of water

Or even the snuffer’s cone

Just dancing

Where you stand

As candles do

A little wick

A block of wax

Fire

Till your burning’s

Through




